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Abstract
In order to describe the nite character of geometrical objects, the notions of nitely coor-
dinated and nitely copresentable objects are introduced. It is shown that they work well in
geometrical categories of ane algebraic sets. Their connections with the nitely generated and
nitely presentable objects of Gabriel{Ulmer are established. The noetherian case, where nitely
coordinated objects are identical to nitely copresentable ones, is studied. c© 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 18F99; 18C05; 18C10
0. Introduction
The notions of nitely presentable and nitely generated objects in an arbitrary cat-
egory, introduced by Gabriel and Ulmer in [4], work perfectly well in any algebraic
category in the sense of Lawvere [5] and more generally in any locally nitely pre-
sentable category in the sense of Gabriel{Ulmer [4]. On one hand their denitions are
very general and on the other hand, they precisely give the usual notions. But neither
these notions nor their dual ones work as well in geometrical categories. For instance
in the category AfAlgSet(K) of ane algebraic sets over a commutative eld K ,
the object Kn with n 2 N is not nitely presentable, nor nitely copresentable, nor
nitely generated, nor nitely cogenerated, in the sense of Gabriel{Ulmer.
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In order to describe the nite character of geometrical objects, we introduce the
notion of nitely coordinated object in an arbitrary category, and prove that it works
well in any geometrical category of ane algebraic sets relative to an algebraic theory
T, and in particular in AfAlgSet(K). The nitely coordinated ane algebraic sets
are shown to be precisely those ane algebraic sets which can be described by nitely
many coordinates, whose ane coordinate algebra is nitely generated, or which are
isomorphic to the set of solutions of some algebraic system of equations in nitely
many variables. This notion enables us to give a characterization of nitary geometrical
categories.
The nitely copresentable ane algebraic sets are dened as being the ane alge-
braic sets which have a copresentation by nitely many coordinates satisfying nitely
many equations. They are nitely coordinated objects which are not necessarily nitely
presentable nor nitely copresentable objects in the sense of Gabriel{Ulmer, and their
ane coordinate algebras are not necessarily nitely presentable. We introduce the
quasifunctional T-algebras and prove that an ane algebraic set is nitely copresentable
if and only if its ane coordinate algebra is a nitely presentable quasifunctional
T-algebra. We get a nite Nullstellensatz on any nitely copresentable ane algebraic
set, and a nitely presentable ane algebraic duality stating a dual equivalence between
the category of nitely copresentable ane algebraic sets and the category of nitely
presentable quasifunctional T-algebras.
An ane algebraic set is called noetherian if the ordered set of its closed subsets
for the Zariski closure satises the descending chain condition. The nitely copresent-
able ane algebraic sets are noetherian precisely when the category of quasifunctional
T-algebras is locally noetherian in the sense of Gabriel{Ulmer [4]. In this case, the
nitely coordinated ane algebraic sets are identical to the nitely copresentable ones.
1. Finitely coordinated objects
Denition 1.1. An object X in a category X is nitely coordinated if the functor
HomX(−; X ) :Xop ! Set preserves directed unions of subobjects.
That is to say, for any directed co-union of quotient objects [9] (qi :Y ! Yi)i2I in
X, any morphism f :Y ! X factors through some morphism qi where i 2 I . Notice
that if X is the dual of a locally nitely presentable category A, then an object is
nitely coordinated in X if and only if it is nitely generated in A.
Proposition 1.2. The full subcategory FcdX of nitely coordinated objects of X is
closed under nite limits and regular subobjects.
Proof. Let (pi :X ! Xi)i2I be a nite limit in X of nitely coordinated objects
Xi(i 2 I), and Y =
W
j2J Yj a directed co-union of quotient objects in X. We have
HomX(Y; X ) ’ lim i2IHomX(Y; Xi) ’ lim i2I
W
j2J HomX(Yj; Xi) ’ [9, Theorem 9:5:2]
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’ Wj2J lim i2IHomX(Yj; Xi) ’
W
j2J HomX(Yj; X ). Thus X is nitely coordinated and
FcdX is closed in X under nite limits. Let X be a nitely coordinated object, f :Z !
X a regular monomorphism, and (qj :Y ! Yj)j2J a directed co-union of quotient ob-
jects. For any morphism g :Y ! Z , there exists some j 2 J and some morphism
h :Yj ! X such that hqj = fg, and then a unique morphism u :Yj ! Z such that
uqj = g and fu= h. Consequently, Z is nitely coordinated and FcdX is closed in X
under regular subobjects.
In the forthcoming, let T be an algebraic theory in the sense of Lawvere [5], we call
it a nitary algebraic theory, a varietal theory in the sense of Linton [6] being called
an algebraic theory. According to [6, Proposition 6] the nitary algebraic theory T can
and will be identied with the varietal theory T of rank  @0 whose @0-truncation
is T. Then all the results of [3] apply to T and we take Alg(T) =Alg( T) and, for
any T-algebra L dening the T-algebra L, we take FcAlg(L)=FcAlg( L);AfSet(L)=
AfSet( L);SepAfSet(L) = SepAfSet( L) and AfAlgSet(L) = AfAlgSet( L). An
ane algebraic set over L is nitely coordinated if it is a nitely coordinated object
in AfAlgSet(L).
Proposition 1.3. For an ane algebraic set X over L; the following assertions are
equivalent:
(i) X is nitely coordinated.
(ii) X is a regular subobject of some nite power of L.
(iii) X is isomorphic to an ane algebraic subset of some nite power of L.
(iv) X is isomorphic to the set of solutions of some algebraic system in nitely
many variables over L.
(v) The ane coordinate T-algebra A(X ) is nitely generated.
Proof. (i) ) (ii): According to [3, Theorem 5:8] there exists some regular mono-
morphism f :X ! LI where I is some set. Let P0(I) be the directed ordered set
of nite subsets of I and, for any J 2 P0(I), let pJ :LI ! LJ be the canonical
projection. According to [3, Theorem 3:13], each morphism pJf :X ! LJ factors in
the form pJf = fJqJ where qJ :X ! XJ is an epimorphism and fJ :XJ ! LJ a
regular monomorphism. If J 0 J , the canonical projection pJJ 0 :LJ ! LJ
0
is such that
pJJ 0fJqJ = p
J
J 0pJf = pJ 0f = fJ 0qJ 0 . Then there exists a morphism g :XJ ! XJ 0 such
that gqJ = qJ 0 . Thus we get a directed set of quotient objects (qJ :X ! XJ )J2P0(I).
Let e :X ! E be an epimorphism greater in Quot(X ) than qJ for any J 2 P0(I)
i.e. such that for any J 2 P0(I) there exists some morphism hJ :E ! XJ such that
hJ e=qJ . Then (fJhJ :E ! LJ )J2P0(I) is a projective cone based on (LJ )J2P0(I) which
denes a morphism h :E ! LI such that pJh=fJhJ for any J 2 P0(I). The relations
pJhe = fJhJ e = fJqJ = pJf for any J 2 P0(I) imply he = f. Since f is a regular
monomorphism, e is an isomorphism, and (qJ :X ! XJ )J2P0(I) is a directed co-union
of quotient objects. Then the morphism 1X factors through some qJ which turns out
to be an isomorphism, so that fJqJ :X ! LJ is a regular monomorphism.
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(ii) ) (iii): If f :X ! Ln is a regular monomorphism, X is isomorphic to f(X )
which is an ane algebraic subset of Ln according to [3, Theorem 5:3 and Denition
5:7].
(iii) ) (iv): Follows from [3, Propositions 3:12 and 5:6].
(iv) ) (v): Let S be an algebraic system on Ln (n 2 N), f :Z(S)! Ln the insertion
and g :X ! Z(S) an isomorphism. Then fg :X ! Ln is a closed embedding thus is
initial and A(fg) :A(Ln)! A(X ) is a surjective T-morphism. Since A(Ln) is a nitely
generated T-algebra [3, Example 2:2], so is A(X ).
(v) ) (i): Let (qi :Y ! Yi)i2I be a directed co-union of quotient objects in
AfAlgSet(L) and f :Y ! X a morphism. According to the ane algebraic duality [3,
Theorem 6:9], (A(qi) :A(Yi)! A(Y ))i2I is a directed union of subobjects in FcAlg(L).
In the nitary algebraic category Alg(T), the directed colimit lim! i2I A(Yi) is a subob-
ject of A(Y ) [9, Theorem 18:5:3]; thus is a functional T-algebra over L [3, Proposition
6:5] and therefore is precisely A(Y ). It follows that (A(qi) :A(Yi) ! A(Y ))i2I is a
monomorphic directed colimit in Alg(T). Since A(X ) is a nitely generated object in
Alg(T), the morphism A(f) :A(X ) ! A(Y ) factors through some morphism A(qi) in
the form A(f) = A(qi)u. Then u :A(X ) ! A(Yi) denes a morphism h :Yi ! X such
that hqi = f. As a result X is nitely coordinated.
2. Finitary geometrical categories
Denition 2.1. A category is nitary geometrical if it is equivalent to the category
AfAlgSet(L) of ane algebraic sets over L for some T-algebra L for some nitary
algebraic theory T.
Theorem 2.2. A category is nitary geometrical if and only if:
(1) it is complete and wellpowered;
(2) it has a generator;
(3) it has a nitely coordinated strong injective cogenerator.
Proof. If T is a nitary algebraic theory and L a T-algebra, the category AfAlgSet(L)
satises the three properties according to [3, Theorem 8:4] and to the fact that L
is a nitely coordinated object according to Proposition 1.3. Conversely, let X be
a category satisfying the three properties with a generator G and a strong injec-
tive nitely coordinated cogenerator L. According to [3, Theorems 8:4 and 8:5] X
is geometrical and equivalent to the category AfAlgSet(LT) where T is the al-
gebraic theory of operations on L in X and LT is the T-algebra HomX(G; L). Let
I be a set, P0(I) the directed ordered set of nite subsets of I and, for any J 2
P0(I), pJ :LI ! LJ the canonical projection. Since each pJ is a split epimorphism
and (pJ :LI ! LJ )J2P0(I) is a limit, we get a directed co-union of quotient objects
(pJ :LI ! LJ )J2P0(I). Since L is nitely coordinated, any morphism ! :LI ! L
factors through some pJ :LI ! LJ . This means precisely that T is of rank  @0
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according to [6, Section 6], so that T is nitary. Thus X is a nitary geometrical
category.
Proposition 2.3. If X is a nitary geometrical category; the full subcategory FcdX
of nitely coordinated objects of X is small; nitely complete; codense in X; and any
object of X is the limit and co-union of its nitely coordinated quotient objects.
Proof. We may assume that X=AfAlgSet(L) where L is a T-algebra for a nitary
algebraic theory T. According to Proposition 1.3, any nitely coordinated object of X
is subobject of some nite power of L, and since X is well-powered, it follows that
FcdX is small. It is nitely complete according to Proposition 1.2. Let J :FcdX! X
be the insertion functor and L :T ! FcdX the structure functor of the T-algebra
object L in FcdX. Then JL :T ! X is the structure functor of the T-algebra object
L in X. According to the proof of [3, Theorem 6:11] the functor JL is codense and,
according to [1, Lemme 1:0] the functor J is codense. Consequently any object X of
X is the limit of the objects of FcdX under it i.e. X =lim (Y;f)2(X;FcdX) Y . Let Q(X ) be
the ordered set of nitely coordinated quotient objects of X . There is a full embedding
F :Q(X )! (X; FcdX) dened by F(q :X ! Y )= (Y; q) and F(f)=f. For any object
(Y; f) in (X; FcdX) the dominant factorization [3, Proposition 3:13] of f, say f = hg
where g :X ! Z is epimorphism and h :Z ! Y a regular monomorphism, provides
a quotient object g :X ! Z of X and a morphism h : (Z; g) ! (Y; f) in (X; FcdX).
Moreover for any morphism u : (T; v) ! (Y; f) where v :X ! T 2 Q(X ), there exists
some morphism t : (T; v)! (Z; g) such that ht=u. Therefore the functor F is co-initial
and thus X = lim Y2Q(X ) Y is a co-union of nitely coordinated objects.
3. Quasifunctional algebras
Let C be a nitely complete category. Following [3, Notation 6:3], a nitary n-ary
implication of T is an ordered pair ((!1; !2); (1; 2)) of a pair (!1; !2) : n  m of
parallel morphisms of domain n2N and some codomain m 2 N in T, and a pair
(1; 2) : n 1 of parallel morphisms of domain n and codomain 1 in T. It is valid in
a T-algebra object A in C if the equalizer of (A(!1); A(!2)) equalizes (A(1); A(2)).
It is functional over L if it is valid in the T-algebra L.
Denition 3.1. A T-algebra object A in C is quasifunctional over L if any nitary
functional implication of T over L is valid in A. They are the objects of the full
subcategory QuFcAlg(L;C) of Alg(T;C). The category QuFcAlg(L;Set) is denoted
by QuFcAlg(L).
Proposition 3.2. QuFcAlg(L) is a regular epireective subcategory of Alg(T) closed
under ltered colimits.
Proof. Follows from [4].
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Corollary 3.3. QuFcAlg(L) is a locally nitely presentable category [4].
Corollary 3.4. A quasifunctional algebra over L is nitely generated in QuFcAlg(L)
if and only if it is so in Alg(T)
Proposition 3.5. Any nitely presentable quasifunctional T-algebra over L is func-
tional over L [3; Denition 6:4].
Proof. Let Q :Alg(T)!QuFcAlg(L) be the reector and  its unit. Since
QuFcAlg(L) is closed in Alg(T) under subobjects and ltered colimits (Proposi-
tion 3.2), regular epimorphisms in QuFcAlg(L) and unit morphisms A :A ! Q(A)
are surjective maps, and Q preserves strong projective generators and nitely pre-
sentable objects. Therefore Q(FT(1)) is a nitely presentable strong projective genera-
tor in QuFcAlg(L). Let A be a nitely presentable object in QuFcAlg(L). According
to [4] there exists some pair of parallel morphisms (g; h) :Q(FT(m))  Q(FT(n))
with n; m 2 N whose coequalizer in QuFcAlg(L) is q :Q(FT(n)) ! A. Since FT(m)
is a projective object in Alg(T) and FT(n) :FT(n) ! Q(FT(n)) is a regu-lar epi-
morphism in Alg(T), there exists a pair of parallel morphisms (!1; !2) : n  m in
T such that FT(n)HomT(!1; 1) = gFT(m) and FT(n)HomT(!2; 1) = hFT(m). Then the
morphism f = qFT(n) :FT(n) ! A is surjective, coequalizes the pair of morphisms
(HomT(!1; 1); HomT(!2; 1)) :FT(m)  FT(n), and factors any morphism u :FT(n) !
L which coequalizes (HomT(!1; 1); HomT(!2; 1)). Then the proof of the proposition
follows on in the same way as the proof of [3, Proposition 6:7] which shows that A
is isomorphic to some subalgebra of some power of L.
The category FpQuFcAlg(L) is the full subcategory of QuFcAlg(L) whose objects
are the nitely presentable ones.
Proposition 3.6. The category FpQuFcAlg(L) of nitely presentable quasifunctional
T-algebras over L is a full subcategory of FcAlg(L) closed under nite colimits.
Proof. According to [4], the full subcategory FpQuFcAlg(L) of QuFcAlg(L) is closed
under nite colimits, which are nite colimits in FcAlg(L) according to Proposition
3.5.
Denition 3.7. A congruence R on a T-algebra A is quasifunctional over L if the
T-algebra A=R is quasifunctional over L. The quasifunctional congruence on A gener-
ated by a relation T on the set A is the meet of quasifunctional congruences on A
containing T . A quasifunctional congruence is nitely generated if it is generated by
some nite relation.
Proposition 3.8. Any nitely generated quasifunctional congruence on a nitely
presentable quasifunctional T-algebra is functional [3; Denition 7:1].
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Proof. The quotient T-algebra A=R of a nitely presentable quasifunctional T-algebra
A by a nitely generated quasifunctional congruence R, is a nitely presentable quasi-
functional T-algebra and thus a functional T-algebra according to Proposition 3.5.
Therefore R is functional.
4. Finitely copresentable ane algebraic sets
Denition 4.1. A copresentation of an ane algebraic set X over L is a pair ((ui)i2I ;
(!j; j)j2J ) of a family (ui)i2I of elements of A(X ) and a family (!j; j)j2J of pairs
of I -ary operations of T such that the morphism (ui)i2I :X ! LI is the equalizer of the
pair of morphisms (L(!j)j2J ; L(j)j2J ) :LI  LJ . It is nite if I and J are nite sets.
An ane algebraic set X is nitely copresentable if it has some nite copresentation.
They are the objects of the full subcategory FcpAfAlgSet(L) of AfAlgSet(L).
Proposition 4.2. For an ane algebraic set X over L the following assertions are
equivalent:
(i) X is nitely copresentable.
(ii) X is isomorphic to the set of solutions of some nite algebraic system in
nitely many variables over L.
(iii) There exists in AfAlgSet(L) some morphism u :X ! Ln equalizer of some
pair of morphisms (v; w) :Ln  Lm where n; m 2 N.
(iv) The quasifunctional algebra A(X ) over L is nitely presentable.
Proof. (i) ) (ii): X is isomorphic to the set of solutions of the nite algebraic system
S = f(L(!j) = L(j)): j 2 Jg on LI :
(ii) ) (iii): If f :X ! Z(S) is an isomorphism between X and the set of solutions
of a nite algebraic system S on Ln, and g :Z(S)! Ln is the insertion morphism, then
gf :X ! Ln is the equalizer of the pair of morphisms (u; v)(u=v)2S :Ln  Lm.
(iii) ) (iv): According to the ane algebraic duality over L [3, Theorem 6:9],
A(u) :A(Ln)! A(X ) is the coequalizer of (A(v); A(w)) :A(Lm) A(Ln) in FcAlg(L).
According to Proposition 3.5, the coequalizer object of (A(v); A(w)) in QuFcAlg(L)
being a nitely presentable object, is functional and thus is identical to A(X ). It follows
that A(X ) is a nitely presentable object in QuFcAlg(L).
(iv) ) (i): Since Q(FT(1)) is a nitely presentable strong generator in QuFcAlg(L),
there exists some pair of morphisms (f; g) :Q(FT(m)) Q(FT(n)) whose coequalizer
is q :Q(FT(n)) ! A(X ) in QuFcAlg(L), and in FcAlg(L) as seen above. Accord-
ing to the ane algebraic duality over L, X (q) is the equalizer of (X (f); X (g)) in
AfAlgSet(L). Since X ’ X (A(X ), Ln ’ X (Q(FT(n))) and Lm ’ X (Q(FT(m))) there
exists some morphism u :X ! Ln equalizer of some pair of morphisms (v; w) :Ln 
Lm. Then u= (ui)i2[1; n] with ui 2 A(X ); v= (L(!j))j2[1;m] and w= (L(j))j2[1;m] with
(!j; j) : n 1 in T, are such that ((ui)i2[1; n]; (!j; j)j2[1;m]) is a nite copresentation
of X .
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Corollary 4.3. A nitely copresentable ane algebraic set is nitely coordinated.
Proof. Follows from Proposition 1.3.
Theorem 4.4 (Finite Nullstellensatz). Let X be a nitely copresentable ane alge-
braic set over L; S a nite algebraic system on X; and u= v an algebraic equation on
X . If any solution of S is a solution of u=v; then (u; v) belongs to the quasifunctional
congruence on A(X ) generated by f(w; w0) : (w = w0) 2 Sg.
Proof. It follows from the Nullstellensatz over L [3, Theorem 7:3], and Propositions
3.8 and 4.2.
Theorem 4.5 (Finitely presentable ane algebraic duality). The category FcpAfAlg
Set(L) of nitely copresentable ane algebraic sets over L is dually equivalent to the
category FpQuFcAlg(L) of nitely presentable quasifunctional algebras over L.
Proof. The ane algebraic duality over L [3, Theorem 6:9] induces the dual equiva-
lence of categories according to Propositions 3.5 and 4.2.
Corollary 4.6. FcpAfAlgSet(L) is closed in AfAlgSet(L) under nite limits.
Theorem 4.7. The ane line L in FcpAfAlgSet(L) is the generic quasifunctional
T-algebra over L; i.e. for any quasifunctional T-algebra object A over L in a nitely
complete category C; there exists an essentially unique nitely continuous functor
F :FcpAfAlgSet(L) ! C; called the nitely continuous classifying functor of A;
such that the T-algebra object F(L) is identical to A.
Proof. Analogous to that of [3, Theorem 6:10].
Theorem 4.8. The category FcpAfAlgSet(L) is the nitely complete classifying cat-
egory for quasifunctional T-algebras over L, i.e. for any nitely complete category
C; the category FinCont[FcpAfAlgSet(L);C] of nitely continuous functors from
FcpAfAlgSet(L) to C is naturally equivalent to the category QuFcAlg(L;C) of
quasifunctional T-algebra objects over L in C.
Proof. Analogous to that of [3, Theorem 6:11].
5. Noetherian ane algebraic sets
Following Gabriel{Ulmer [4], an object A in a category A is called noetherian if
the ordered set of its extremal quotient objects satises the descending chain condi-
tion. Therefore in a complete category in which extremal epimorphisms are regular, as
FcAlg(L) and QuFcAlg(L), an object A is noetherian if and only if the ordered set
of congruences on A satises the ascending chain condition.
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Denition 5.1. An ane algebraic set X over L is noetherian if the ordered set of its
closed subsets satises the descending chain condition.
Proposition 5.2. An ane algebraic set (resp. nitely copresentable ane algebraic
set) X over L is noetherian if and only if its ane coordinate algebra A(X ) is a
noetherian object in FcAlg(L) (resp. QuFcAlg(L)).
Proof. According to [3, Theorem 5:3], the ordered set of closed subsets of X is iso-
morphic to the ordered set of regular subobjects of X in AfAlgSet(L) and according
to the ane algebraic duality [3, Theorem 6:9], it is isomorphic to the ordered set of
regular quotient objects of A(X ) in FcAlg(L). Therefore X is noetherian if and only
if A(X ) is noetherian in FcAlg(L). Let us suppose that X is nitely copresentable
noetherian. Let q :A(X ) ! Q be a regular quotient object of A(X ) in QuFcAlg(L).
It is the meet of a codirected family (qi :A(X ) ! Qi)i2I of nitely generated regu-
lar quotient objects of A(X ) in QuFcAlg(L). According to Proposition 3.5, each Qi
is functional, thus (qi)i2I is a codirected family of regular quotient objects of A(X )
in FcAlg(L). Since A(X ) is noetherian in FcAlg(L), (qi)i2I has a minimum element
which must be q. Therefore q is nitely generated. According to [4], A(X ) is noethe-
rian in QuFcAlg(L). Conversely, if X is nitely copresentable and A(X ) is noetherian
in QuFcAlg(L), then A(X ) is noetherian in FcAlg(L), and X is noetherian.
Denition 5.3. The category AfAlgSet(L) is noetherian if any nitely copresentable
ane algebraic set over L is noetherian. A category is noetherian geometrical if it is
equivalent to some noetherian category AfAlgSet(L).
Theorem 5.4. The following assertions are equivalent:
(i) The category AfAlgSet(L) is noetherian.
(ii) The category QuFcAlg(L) is locally noetherian [4].
Proof. (i) ) (ii): QuFcAlg(L) is a locally nitely presentable category (Corollary
3.3) whose object A(L) is a nitely presentable, strong generator whose nite copow-
ers nA(L) ’ A(Ln) are noetherian objects, according to Proposition 5.2. Therefore,
QuFcAlg(L) is locally noetherian [4].
(ii) ) (i): If X is a nitely copresentable ane algebraic set, A(X ) is a nitely pre-
sentable object in QuFcAlg(L) (Proposition 4.2), thus A(X ) is noetherian in
QuFcAlg(L) [4], and X is noetherian (Proposition 5.2).
Proposition 5.5. In a noetherian geometrical category AfAlgSet(L); an ane alge-
braic set X over L is nitely copresentable if and only if it is nitely coordinated.
Proof. According to Propositions 1.3 and 4.2, Corollary 3.4, Theorem 5.4 and [4],
we have the following equivalences for an ane algebraic set X : X is nitely copre-
sentable , A(X ) is nitely presentable in QuFcAlg(L) , A(X ) is nitely generated
in QuFcAlg(L), X is nitely coordinated.
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Theorem 5.6. A category is noetherian geometrical if and only if:
(1) it is complete and well-powered;
(2) it has a generator;
(3) it has a nitely coordinated strong injective cogenerator whose nite powers
have regular subobjects satisfying the descending chain condition.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.2 Proposition 4.2 and [3, Theorem 8:5].
6. Examples
6.1. Finitely coordinated ane algebraic sets over an algebraic closure of a
commutative eld
Let K be a commutative eld, T the nitary algebraic theory of commutative
K-algebras with unit, and L an algebraic closure of K . Then Alg(T) = CAlg(K);
QuFcAlg(L) = RedCAlg(K) is the category of reduced commutative K-algebras i.e.
without non null nilpotent element, and the quasifunctional congruences are the congru-
ences modulo nil radical ideals. The noetherian nitary geometrical category AfAlg
Set(L) is the category of classical ane algebraic sets over L denable by systems of
algebraic equations with coecients in K [3, Example 10:1], and FcdAfAlgSet(L)=
FcpAfAlgSet(L) is its full subcategory of ane algebraic sets denable by nite
systems in nitely many variables. The nite Nullstellensatz over L is the classical
one and the nitely presentable ane algebraic duality over L states a dual equiv-
alence between FcdAfAlgSet(L) and the category FgRedCAlg(K) of nitely gen-
erated reduced commutative K-algebras. The ane line L is a reduced commutative
K-algebra object in FcdAfAlgSet(L) and it is the generic one, so that FcdAfAlg
Set(L) is the nitely complete classifying category for reduced commutative K-
algebras.
6.2. Finitely coordinated ane algebraic sets over a mega algebra extension of a
commutative eld
Let us substitute in the preveous example, to an algebraic closure of K , the mega
commutative K-algebra L tensor product over K of a representative set of all non
null nitely generated commutative K-algebras [3, Example 10:2]. Then Alg(T) =
QuFcAlg(L) = CAlg(K), and the quasifunctional congruences are the congruences
modulo arbitrary ideals. The nite Nullstellensatz over L asserts that a polynomial
P 2 K[X1; : : : ; Xn] whose value is zero for any common zero in Ln of a nite set S of
polynomials in K[X1; : : : ; Xn] belongs to the ideal of K[X1; : : : ; Xn] generated by S. The
nitely presentable ane algebraic duality over L states a dual equivalence between the
category FcdAfAlgSet(L)=FcpAfAlgSet(L) of nitely coordinated ane algebraic
sets over L and the category FgCAlg(K) of nitely generated commutative K-algebras.
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6.3. Finitely coordinated real algebraic sets over a real closed eld
Let R be a real closed eld, T the nitary algebraic theory of formally real R-algebras,
i.e. commutative R-algebras with unit in which any element of the form 1+x21+  +x2n
is invertible, and L=R [3, Example 10:4]. Then Alg(T)=FRlAlg(R); QuFcAlg(R)=
RedRlAlg(R) is the category of reduced real R-algebras [3, Example 1:3:19], i.e. for-
mally real R-algebras satisfying: x21 +    + x2n = 0 ) x1 = 0; and the quasifunctional
congruences are the congruences modulo real ideals I , i.e. such that x21 +    + x2n 2
I ) x1 2 I . The geometrical category AfAlgSet(R) = RlAlgSet(R) is noetherian.
The nite Nullstellensatz over R is the classical real Nullstellensatz and the nitely
presentable ane algebraic duality over R states a dual equivalence between the cat-
egory FcdRlAlgSet(R) of nitely coordinated ane real algebraic sets over R, i.e.
isomorphic to some ane algebraic subsets of some Rn with n 2 N, and the category
FgRedRlAlg(R) of nitely generated reduced real R-algebras [2].
6.4. Finitely coordinated ane rational algebraic sets
Let T be the nitary algebraic theory of formally rational rings, i.e. commutative
rings with unit in which any element of the form P(x1; : : : ; xn) where P 2 Q[X1; : : : ; Xn]
has no zero in Qn, is invertible, and let L=Q. Then Alg(T)=FRtRng;QuFcAlg(Q)
is the category RatRng of rational rings [8, Denition 1.1], i.e. formally rational rings
satisfying all nitary implications between identities which are valid in Q, and the
quasifunctional congruences are the congruences modulo rational ideals [8, Denition
2.1]. The geometrical category AfAlgSet(Q) is noetherian. The nitely presentable
ane algebraic duality states a dual equivalence between the category FcdRatAlgSet
of nitely coordinated ane rational algebraic sets, i.e. isomorphic to some ane
algebraic subset of some Qn (n 2 N) dened by a system of diophantian equations,
and the category FgRatRng of nitely generated rational rings.
6.5. Finitely dimensional vector spaces
Let K be a commutative eld, T the nitary algebraic theory of K-vector spaces,
and L= K . Then Alg(T) =QuFcAlg(K) =Vct(K), FpQuFcAlg(K) is the category
FdVct(K) of nitely dimensional K-vector spaces, FcdAfAlgSet(K)  FdVct(K),
and the nitely presentable ane algebraic duality over K is FdVct(K)op  FdVct(K).
6.6. Finitely dimensional ane spaces
Let T be the nitary algebraic theory of pointed K-vector spaces and L=(K; 1). Then
Alg(T) = PtVct(K); QuFcAlg(L) is the category Vct(K) of well pointed K-vector
spaces, i.e. pointed by a nonnull vector, FpQuFcAlg(L) = FdVct(K) is the category
of nitely dimensional ones, FcdAfAlgSet(L) is equivalent the category FdAf(K)
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of nitely dimensional ane spaces over K , and the nitely presentable ane algebraic
duality over L is FdAf(K)op  FdVct(K).
6.7. Finite ordered sets
Let T be the nitary algebraic theory of bounded distributive lattices and L=2. Then
Alg(T) =QuFcAlg(2) =DistLat; FpQuFcAlg(2) is the category of nite distributive
lattices, FcdAfAlgSet(2) is equivalent to the category FinOrd of nite ordered sets,
and the nitely presentable ane algebraic duality over 2 is FinOrdop  FinDistLat.
6.8. Finite sets
Let T be the nitary algebraic theory of boolean algebras and L=2. Then Alg(T)=
QuFcAlg(2)=Bool, FpQuFcAlg(2)=FinBool is the category of nite boolean alge-
bras, FcdAfAlgSet(2) is the category FinSet of nite sets, and the nitely presentable
ane algebraic duality over 2 is FinSetop  FinBool.
6.9. Smooth functions
Let T be the nitary algebraic theory of smooth operations on R i.e. whose n-ary
operations are the smooth maps Rn ! R [7, Section 1] and L=R. Then Alg(T)=C1−
Rng is the category of C1-rings [7, Section 1] and QuFcAlg(R) =C1 −RedRng is
the category of C1-reduced C1-rings [7, Denition 2.1]. The objects of the category
FcdAfAlgSet(R) = FcpAfAlgSet(R) are up to isomorphisms the closed subsets of
the Rn with n 2 N for the usual topology, and the morphisms are the smooth maps.
But FcdAfAlgSet(R) contains many objects which are not closed subset of some Rn
such that any open set U of any Rn, whose ane coordinate algebra is the C1-ring
A(U )=C1(U ) of smooth functions dened on U with values in R, and more generally
any smooth manifold M with a countable basis, whose ane coordinate algebra is the
C1-ring A(M) = C1(M) of smooth functions dened on M with values in R. The
nitely presentable ane algebraic duality over R states a dual equivalence between the
category FcdAfAlgSet(R) and the category C1− FpRedRng of nitely presentable
C1-reduced C1-rings.
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